ODERATE	
  TOURS,	
  INC.	
  

“If you wanted a real tour, you should
probably pay for it!”
For fifty years, Moderate Tours has worked
with the Department of Justice to provide a
haven for non-violent offenders with a desire
to repent their wrongdoing and rejoin the
wide world with the skills necessary to
succeed and flourish.

ELCOME	
  TO	
  __________!	
  

Moderate Tours, Inc. is proud to guide you on
your visit to ____________________!
This majestic metropolis was founded in 1823
by German settlers who ousted the warlike
aboriginal populous and dubbed the fertile
land ‘San Francisco’ in honor of Saint Frank
the Dressmaker, patron of displaced
populations and the fashion-forward.

We believe that the key to rehabilitation is
unwarranted
trust
and
ill-advised
responsibility. For this reason, we delight in
confining our many visitors in a charter bus
with an untrained and unqualified whitecollar convict at no charge.
We thank you for helping to provide a second
chance for society’s least penitent sociopaths!
WITH SUPPORT FROM OUR GENEROUS SPONSORS:

San Francisco is both a city and a county.
This dual status has caused myriad identity
issues for the notably eccentric residents.
Chief exports include, organic peas, ‘I Left
My Heart In SF’ t-shirts and the recognizably
snooty Prius.

DID	
  YOU	
  KNOW?!?	
  
SEE THE SITES!

TRUE!!
This city’s seasonably inappropriate
weather prompted satirical author and
noted funny man Mark Twain to famously
quip: “the most I’ve ever spent on a cold
winter in San Francisco was this one time in
the summer.”

CORRECT!!

GREAT RESTAURANTS OF VEGAS!

The extensive catacombs beneath the city
are home to several unique species,
including the nefarious night zebra. If you
would like more information about an
exciting career in the Department of
Animal Control’s Catacomb Division, visit
our website at sfgov2.org or call our
outsourced service representatives at (415)
554-9400.	
  

ABSOLUTELY!!
The original cable cars were drawn along
their routes by an elaborate system of
interwoven human hair. This innovative
design allowed for cheap and efficient
public transportation. To this day, locals
affectionately refer to the conveyance as
the “hair train”.	
  

ENJOY YOUR TRIP?
Join Moderate Tours in our other locations*!
 Peoria, Illinois
 Oakland, California
 Mars
 And many more!
* Routes and locations subject to change and somewhat restricted by
restraining orders and injunctions which remain in effect upon appeal.

GEE GOLLY!!
The word Alcatraz means ‘pelican’ in the
Spanish language!	
  

